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1ECONOMIC EDUCATION
I . Definition of Economic Education .
The term Economic Education is coming into use to
cover a system of training in money management or
’’Personal economics". This Economic Education is greatly
at variance with the commonly accepted understanding
of Thrift Education. Thrift Education to most people
means nothing more than training people to put part of
their incomes in banks or life insurance. The American
people as a whole like to be considered as good spenders
and are Inclined to believe that thriftiness is a quality
possessed only by niggardly or stingy people.
"Perhaps the greatest enemy to the practice of thrift
is the conviction which is held by a majority of people,
that it is made up of petty decisions and cheese-paring
economies; this is especially to be seen in the attitude
of the young who detest saving and other forms of thrift
unless the good to be gained is immediate and personal."*
*Abel
,
Successful Family Life, Page 17^
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2017 with funding from
Boston Library Consortium Member Libraries
https://archive.org/details/economiceducatioOOfole
2a. !fot saving alone.
1. Training In all money uses.
’’We cannot too often emolaslze the Idea that real
thrift Imolles the wise use of all one's resources, as
well as simply saving a part of the money Income."* So
a system of Economic Education does not mean training to
save any more than it means a training in the other uses
of money such as earning, having, and giving.
The trend today is to disregard the term Thrift
Education and to sneak of Economic Education. Undoubtedly
this is so because of the mistaken idea of what Thrift
really means.
Thomas Nixon Carver says--"lt should be perfectly
clear that thrift does not mean the hoarding of money.
Thrift, no less than extravagance, consists in using money,
that is, in soendlng it. The sole difference is in the
puroose or ourooses for which it is used or soent . To
spend money for immediate and temporary gratification is
extravagance. To soend it for things which add to one’s
power; mental or physical, moral or economic, is thrift.
To spend it for tools of oroductlon wherewith one may
increase his oroductlve power is thrift."**
*Journal of Home Economics, Jan. 1930, Editorial, Page 29.
**War Thrift, T. N. Carver, Page 3*
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3*'Por a farmer to soend money on a luxurious auto-
mobile when he needs a tractor with which to cultivate
his land, is extravagance. To soend the same amount for
a tractor when he needs one to cultivate his land more
thoroughly and increase his productive power is thrift.
M^oney is spent as truly in one case as in the other. It
stimulates business as effectively in the one case as in
the other, but when money is soent extravagantly It adds
nothing to the oroductive power either of the individual
or of the nation. To soend it thriftily is to add to the
productive power of both the Individual and the nation.*
b« As distinguished from Economics.
Economic Education as the term Is used In the
Brookline Schools is to be distinguished from what is
termed Economics or Political Science. Economic Education
means a training in what may be termed personal economics.
The course Economics as taught in some high schools and
most colleges is based almost entirely on theory. The
course in Economic Education of which I am writing Is a
practical course taught to be of direct imoortance in
the dally lives Pf the pupils.
*War Thrift, T. N. Carver, Page 3.
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4II. Advantap;es of Economic Education.
a. Systematic training eliminates trial and error
method of learning.
A systematic training in the uses of money would be
of great value to anyone receiving it and it is unfortunate
that more people do not receive any instruction of this
kind. Many boys and girls get a good sensible foundation
in habits of money management from their parents. It is
also true, however, that many gain their knowledge of
money matters after sad and oalnful experiences. The man
who never thinks of the different uses of money but goes
on from day to day soending his salary as he goes for
each new object that tempts his fancy, and the woman, who
gets married with little or no training in the importance
of money and its uses, both find themselves one day either
dependent on somebody else or forced to sit down and
seriously settle the point as to how they should aoportion
their money in order to get the most out of it.
How much better it would be if these men and women
who have never learned the importance of training had
been advised in money matters under such a system as
the following which M. H. Abel, former editor of the
Journal of Home Economics, has advanced on the subject.

5’’But neither Investments made for them (children)
nor spending money given at random Is In the nature of
the allowance, which is a definite sum paid regularly
and with the understanding that it is to cover certain
necessary items, as school sunolies, carfare, clothing,
the amount being according to the means of the parents
and the age and judgment of the child; in addition to
a small prooortion for spending money oroper. It is
understood, of course, that most of the allowance will be
soent under advice and direction, for this family cannot
afford actual money waste, but as time goes on in increas-
ing responsibility is olaced on the child, since the object
is wholly educational.
ITo mistake is more common than for parents who have
limited means to make all the decisions as to money matters
and to do all the buying on the olea that the income allows
too slight a margin for mistakes. But before they realize
it, responsibility has passed into the hands of the children
who are earning their own money and making their own
decisions without the training which comes only by nartial
successes and failures during the maturing years. The
real way to make a rash uncalculating snender is to pen

6up an all desiring youngster with a peremntory ’You
can't have it,' instead of giving sympathy and under-
standing regarding the things so desoerately longed for
and the helo of older resourcefulness to obtain some
of them.
"To orovide schools and clothing would seem to be
no more necessary than to see that children have this
dlscinline in money soending in order to learn the real
relation of nickels to dollars and of dollars to the
definite sum which is to bring the coveted pleasure
or advantage. On the moderate income you cannot both
eat your cake and keep it, and to learn this early is to
make the acquaintance of natural law, that very old-
fashioned teacher who uses the rod without fear or favor
and ounishes mistakes as well as sins."*
Iff. H. Abel, Successful Family Life on the Moderate Income,
pp. 64-65*
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7b. Training teaches a nerson to use his money more intelligently.
1
. In having
.
Training in the us^s of money aids peonle to use it
more intelligently. A^ain quoting Abel we find that she
has thoroughly gone into the subject of training in
financial matters.
"Suppose a given family to be a unit regarding the
disposal of the income, or if not fully agreed to have
developed a generous give-and-take that furnishes a basis,
how would they start out to assign to each department of
their expenditure what it should have? If they have the
expense account for the preceeding year, it will help
greatly as giving the actual family practice whatever may
have been the reasons for it; moreover the results of spend-
ing as they did will still be fresh in their mind. The
results, we will say, have not been wholly satisfactory;
Perhaps no money has been saved— they may even have run
in debt. They must have been spending more in some line
than they had a right to do; the question is--where: The
first thing for this family to consider is, what do they
want to accomplish-- say- -in the next five years and how
much money can be put aside to carry out these plans?
What present outgoes must be cut down? Such decisions
are especially Important for the young married couple
1
8who will certainly be able to make enough of a olan to
prevent the disagreeable exoerience of two young neople
who started out gaily on a |2500. salary, and in the last
month of the year were nearly reduced to a bread and water
diet to keen from going into debt. But they did not go
into debt and the keeping of that resolve was the founding
of their later success.
’’Any really definite plan for the future will furnish
the beginning of a good division, for it will be based on
a thoughtful comparison of needs. Thus the couple who
have begun to live on a budget have a better rule than
doing what peonle think they should.
’’This, then, is the foundation of budget-making; to
know what you want to do with your life-- it is the wand
which marshals all the figures in order. Of all those
groups of figures which we are now calling family budgets,
the most valuable in their suggestion for others are those
which have been evolved by families having a clear purpose
in life, a nurnose which they carried out with courage
and the single eye. Their success makes easier the
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9adoption of the budget by the next generation of house-
keepers who have had the better school training in family
flnana^ce. By this plan careful attention is given to the
different claims on the purse, and decisions are reached
which the members of a family agree to consider binding
unless unusual circumstances arise to make a readjust-
ment necessary. Such decisions bring to any family a
feeling of dignity and command over their future, which,
once experienced, makes any other method seem childish
and makeshift and likely to bring disaster. Decisions
made in advance, tentative and general though they may
be, help enormously to steady us when we are tempted to
courses of action involving outlays not in the original
estimate, for good Judgment tells us that we are apt to
have been right when we coolly compared in advance the
claims of our different needs and desires."*
M. H. Abel, Successful Family Life on the Moderate Income,
on. 158-160.
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Training, then, in the uses of money brings the
question sharnly home to one--What are the things that
I really want? Once this question is answered satisfactorily
the life may be nlanned to carry out the desires. Training
teaches the importance of certain things for a well-
rounded life, how much of the income aporoximately
should be allotted to each nart of the budget, and how
to get the most for one’s money.
There are certain basic necessities which everyone
must have. After these are orovided for, one must then
consult his own wishes and decide for himself whet he
is going to make of his life. What one oerson wishes to
have, another may not wish for. Here the decision is an
individual one and no hard and fast rules can be laid
down.
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Aside from the financial Independence which they
gain, children who have been taught something of the
responsibilities attendant upon the wise soending of
money nrove to be better able to direct their own
actions in other ways. The aim of each home where there
are children is to create the beginnings of other homes.
The children should therefore receive the training and
exoerience which will later make it oossible for them
to assume successfully positions as heads of households.
This should involve experience in the spending and
perhaps in the earning of money, in order that they
may realize not only its oossibilities but its limitations.
Experience alone gives ability to judge of real value
of things purchased and power to discriminate between
the worth-while and the useless.
*'To the thoughtless child, food and clothing, the
conveniences and comforts of the home, even the home
itself seem to be a part of the day’s rountine, like
the air and the sun*
((
12
He does not realize that money comes only as a result
of exoendlture of strength and energy on the part of
some individual, and that the goods purchased with
it should he of sufficient worth to Justify the spend-
ing of that part of some one’s life which is represented
by this money. Providing even the every day necessities
means the exoendlture of life itself and this should be
taught each child. Wany parents allow their children to
continue in this belief that all necessities will be
provided as a matter of course until the moment when
circumstances throw the child uoon his own resources.
Then the world wonders at his failure to see clearly,
to measure facts accurately, and to play fair in the game
of life. The circumstances which bring about the change
may be financial difficulties in the home, different school
life, the beginning of a business career, or marriage.
The cause does not alter the result, and the child, hitherto
carefully kept from all real knowledge of the difficulties
connected with the wise soendlng of money, is suddenly faced
with problems so comolex that one wonders that there are
not more who fail to solve them correctly.”*
*S. Agnes Donham, Spending the Family Income, Page 121.
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Failure to recognize and teach the necessity
of flexibility In a budget has lead to a wlde-soread
fear of the effect of a budget and there are many oeople
who still believe that they can obtain greater and more
satisfactory returns from a given income if they spend
without a olan. They fail to acknowledge the benefits
which would result from weighing values, and making deli-
berate conscious effort to obtain the best oossible
return for their money. The teaching of budgets emohasizes
the ethics of soendlng. To live by a budget is to develop
and oractice a system of wise choice in the ourchase of
goods and in the use of the income. The wise spending
of any income, must include the ourchase of necessities,
that is, food, shelter, and clothing sufficient to sustain
life and oermit efficient work, and such ooerating exoense
as is demanded by the need for heat, light, water, and
cleanliness. ’’ITecesslties*’ should not be interoreted too
narrowly, for every normal individual or family has
social and recreational needs. The spending plan for
even a small income should provide something for health,
recreation, education, and taxes, together with savings
ri*. .Tv-
T.i. ’
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sufficient to meet emergencies and maintain normal life
during short oerlods of Illness or other inability to
produce the income.
•'Elvery person should learn the use, limitations, and
possibilities of money and the resoonsibilities connected
with its Dossession, the need for becoming conscious of
standards and the cost of supolying those standards*.’"^
budget making, then, is really fact facing. It means
determining what we want to do most for our money, what
relation it bears to the things we cannot do without, how
we can get the most adequate return for the money we spend,
and what is suitable for our mode of living. To do this
requires a keen sense of values even though considerable
latitude can be allowed in the final allotting of money
to the various items in the budget. With the bewildering
array of merchandise that is now offered, our sense of
values must rest on a firm foundation, or one afternoon's
shoDolng tour can completely unset it and we will find
ourselves feeling needs that we never dreamed of when we
started out.
*S. Agnes Donham, Controlling Expense by Standards, pp. 1, 2,
Journal of Home Economics 19: January, 1927.
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Products must be judged not only by their attractiveness
or general usefulness but In the light of their relation-
ship to the standards we have set up for ourselves. It
must be kent In mind, however, that there are levels
below which it is dangerous to let usch things as food,
clothing, and shelter fall. It is obvious that school
and college economic home economics denartments, equipped
with facilities for research and unbiased by the desire
to promote sales of any one commodity should be the
source of information required to solve problems of
living.
’’The results of food research have been translated
into popular language which assists in meeting some of
the requirements for successful budget- making. In other
fields, equipment, clothing, and house furnishing, to
mention only a few, there is still much to be learned,
as well as a need for nonulari zing what has been dis-
covered already. With the help that this will bring
in selling standards, greater numbers of people will
be enabled to use planned spending as an onen sesame to
more complete and better living.”*
*S. Agnes Donham, Controlling Expense by Standards, po. 7, 8.
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Training in having, one of the most important
phases of Economic Education, would have a good deal
to do with the molding of one's life. If the child were
taught the most worth-while things to have and to
strive to acquire these things, valuable habits would
be engendered which, without doubt, would have a
powerful effect on his life.
In connection with this subject of having, in a
good course in Economic Education, much emohasis is
Placed on needs, wishes, and methods of buying. Ofle
should learn to discriminate between necessities,
betterments and luxuries. Necessities are taken to
mean such things as: Shelter and Housing, Foods, and
Recreation for Health.
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2. In saving
Training teaches a person to save money more Intelligently.
Some peoole save more than they should at the exoense of
their health, their education, or their develooraent. This
Is Just as wrong as it Is to spend all of one’s money on
useless things.
’’The new thrift budget of the U. S . Government In Its
suggested division of the family income places saving at
the head of the list. This recommendation, as Indicating
the practice that ought to orevall in the American family,
is nothing short of revolutionary in character. It Is
the very ooooslte of the older method which was to save
what was ’left over’. To place savings first is to ask
the money- earner to consider that his or her income is
chargeable, first of all, with a duty to the future, and
that this duty should be met by setting aside a certain
proDortion of the income on every oay-day before a cent
is soent. What is left is the actual money Income and
the whole scale of living must adjust to it. Only so can
the right habit be established; only so, the orovision for
future needs be made stable.
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ffowever small the sum that can he saved , it must he set
aside and the prlnciole estahlished.
”To have an aim and to know the way to it is to
realize that we cannot soend all we earn on what we want
today; and better yet, to hold to a good olan of life
against all temotations is to huild character and to
attain standards far more valuable than the savings
account itself*
*'The G-overnment budget suggests these ways of saving’.
”1. Investment of money as such, in order to obtain
interest on it in the form of government securities,
savings bank deoosits or other investments.
”2. Premiums on a life insurance for security of
the family against death of the money earner, or an accident
insurance if the business is hazardous, possibly a sickness
benefit
.
”3 • The buying of what is necessary for the very
basis of living, as the house and household furniture,
an investment which brings Income through the use of
goods which it requires money to hire.
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"A. Education or training for self-sunport for
any member of the family; this must be considered one of
the best forms of investment.
"5. Such rest and recreation for the money earners
as will make continujfed earning nossible should also be
considered an Investment, and an absolutely necessary
outgo, not to be olaced at the end of the list under the
division 'advancement ' to take its chances with the thousand
and one things that the family require.
"The first and second methods for the use of savings
makes a universal anneal, for security of some kind for
old age is Imnerative. There are sights around us which
drive home the lesson that while poverty in youth may be
a stimulus to effort, ooverty in middle life and old age
is a calamity. The fund for investment and life Insurance
must grow at the exnense of temnorary Indulgence; it is
a nart of that fearless facing of life and its nosslbilltles
which characterize the steadfast mind. The other forms
of savings are sometimes not looked on as such, they are,
however, true methods of investment to make sure of present
development, including hapoiness and future earning nower.***
* M. H. Abel, Successful Family Life on the Moderate Income,
00. 173-176.
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Training in budgeting, then, seems to be the basis
of Economic Education.
’’Budgeting seems to be the bugbear of many, the
common olaint being that expenditures cannot be made to
fit into the accepted percentages; and neople give up in
disgust* That there is a difference between manned
spending and arbitrarily setting aside so much for food,
and so much for what is commonly called ’’the higher life'
,
orobably has not been sufficiently exolained. Since there
are some things we cannot do without, percentages are
valuable as guiding orincioles; but to attain hanoiness
and well-being is the common goal of all of us; and the
route by which we reach it must be decided individually.
For one it may be the release from t oil that an automobile
brings even though it be rickety and clao-trap, while for
another it is acquiring books or having one’s friends in
for meals* If we are willing to subordinate some things
to others-- or even eliminate them entirely—exoenditures
can be juggled until we arrive at a nice balance between
need and desire. As our tastes change the balance can be
shifted, but it is surprising how decisions thoughtfully
made stand the test of time.”*
*Elizabeth Guilford, Facing Facts in Spending, Journal
of Home Economics, January 1930, op. 6-8.
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Training in saving teaches one to neither over-
emohasize nor unde r-emoha size this phase of the use of
money. The miserly oerson is generally one who is very
selfish as far as helping another is concerned. His
life is bound uo in his possessions. Miserliness is
certainly not an inborn trait but one which has been
acquired sometime in life, orobably in early years.
The same may be said for extravagance. Training in
the uses of money, expecially in nutting the proper
emnhasis on saving would eliminate these two traits
almost wholly. Training in saving teaches the better
ways of saving, gives the child an understanding of
banks and insurance comnanies, and teaches him the
importance of nroviding for the future.
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3* In giving.
Training teaches a oerson to give his money more
Intelligently. It brings to his attention the many
worthy charitable and religious organizations, besides
showing him other causes worthy of gifts.
*'To secure careful administration of public business,
individual citizens must first acquire careful management
of personal business* The same economic princioles that
apoly to orivate life apply to community life. Genuine
thrift, private or public has five distinct, although not
seoarate elements-- the elements of earning, of spending,
of saving, of investing, of giving. Wise giving is only
a Phase of wise soending, but, in oresenting the principles
of thrift, Boecial orovision should be made for this
imoortant phase. Te not giving in proportion to one's
means a part of one's economic duty? General recognition
and perforipance of this duty will aid in creating an
economic balance In society, and in evolving an American
thrift that is unselfish and altruistic*
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Let us hope, then, that the future American will attain
true thrift, that he will strive to meet all his economic
responsibilities in society, that he will learn to earn
sufficiently, to soend judiciously, to save carefully
and systematically, to invest prudently, and to give
wisely and unselfishly*"*
*Francls V. Frisble, Thrift l\fonograph. Page 16.
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Training, then, In the usee of money teaches a
person to use his money more intelligently. Both
M. H. Abel and S. Agnes Donham believe that the basis
of this training should rest in the budget. Most people
do not have salaries which are more than moderate.
Many have salaries that Just cover the bare neceefiltles
of life. Some have salaries which cannot be made to stretch
even that far. The latter are comoelled to seek outside
aid. The ones whose salaries are barely able to cover
necessities have some need for training but, probably
not as much as those whose salaries are moderate. Budgets
to many oeoole are meaningless. I believe, however,
with the two forgoing authorities that a training in
budgeting would be of infinite value to a great number
of oeoole. It teaches oeoole to think more of what they
want to do most, to think more of the worthwhile things
of life, and to olan more carefully for their futures.
An early training in budgeting would certainly
eliminate many causes of worry or unhaooiness on the
part of a great number of oeoole. Peoole would not have
to learn the uses of money by any system of trial and
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error, or learninp; by their mistakes. The knowledge would
come as a result of what we know of the subject based on
other neople’s mistakes.
A person who has had this training and who has
made a fair apportionment of his salary and lived
according to this apportionment will feel a great deal
of satisfaction. He will have made provision for
the necessities of life, recreation, giving, and the
future. He will know whether any one of these have
been over-emphasi zed or underemohasi zed because of the
training he has had in the subject.
The income lies so very much at the heart of
everyone's life, touches all one's acts, the acquiring
of it takes uo so much of one's time that training
in the uses of it is a benefit to the wellbeing of
everyone mentally, morally, aesthetically, and religiously.
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II I , Advantages of Teaching, Economic Education In the
Schools «
a. G-ives an early systematic training.
There are several Iranortant advantages of teaching
Economic Education in the school.
Children about the time they become of school age
are already beginning to be conscious of the importance
of money. If the different uses of money were taught the
child from an early age, it would in many cases prevent
the formation of bad habits. Furthermore, if the child
received an excellent training in how to use money, he
would, undoubtedly, profit, at some time in his life,
from this training.
“Since it is an almost hopeless task to try to change
men of mature years by attempting to teach them how and
why to save, and since it is a comparatively eask task to
train children in habits of thrift, because they can be
made to realize deprivations and naln caused by wanton
waste, we should put into the public schools the very
principles that we hope to inculcate into the life of the
nation
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’’Children should early learn how to soend, how to
save, and how to avoid waste. They should be trained
not only in the conservation of their resources but in
the prooer use of them. They should learn how to spend
wisely, remembering the words of Emerson ’Every excess
causes a defect’ • And the man who pays one half his
Income for rent must do so at the sacrifice of his
other needs. V?hat is most needed is a sense of prooortlon
in all exoenditures in order that each should bear its
prooer ratio to every other, and to the sum total, which
sum total should likewise bear a orooer ratio to the
entire income.”*
Teresa M. Tenney, Thrift Monograph, po.7-8.
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We teach children in our schools how many oennles
make a nickel, how many dimes make a dollar, then we
leave the subject just there except in a very few nlaces
where some effort and time is nlaced on a school bank
or some other form of saving. Here is the child, in
most cases, left stranded as far as knowing about the
uses of money is concerned. He early comes to the
knowledge that money will buy the things he thinks he
wants. If he does not receive the proper training in
early life, it will be hard for him to cultivate the
correct habits later on.
I have in mind a certain boy in the school where
I am teaching. This boy we will call F. He is a boy
of eight years, consciousness of money has just been dawn-
ing on him. Therefore, he has asked, and received
money from his oarents, accomoanied by no advice as
how to soend it. One morning F. came to school with a
chean oalr of celluloid glasses for which he paid an
unscruoulous store-keeper the exorbitant sum of ^1.00.
A little later he came to school with I .'SO worth of
cheao candy which he immediately distributed to all the
boys.
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Ten or a dozen cases of such ourchases were brought
to my attention. Here was a boy, starting life,
developing a bad habit. A little training in the
correct uses of money made a good deal of impression
on him. Coooeratlon from the home, however, was not
close. The boy left school and I had no chance of
finding out whether he continued in the habit which
he had begun or not.
Another boy, E.
,
at present in school, has a fair
allowance from his parents. This boy is 10, of very
fair mental ability and stands well with his classmates.
I discovered this boy soending his entire allowance on
candy and chewing gum. The parents had given him an
allowance but, evidently failed to lead the boy into
the right habits of using it.
The boys in the school range from ten years to
fifteen. Very few of them have an allowance, although
their oarents are probably all those in the moderate
income class. When they want money, they must ask for
it. Tn.ey are not being trained by definite system of
managing the money they do receive.
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From what I have been able to observe, the same
condition of affairs obtains in almost all other
localities. »Vhen we consider how many boys and girls
have suffered from lack of this training, how much fuller
their lives might have been if they had received it,
it would seem that steps should be taken of giving
all the opoortunity of having a training which, to
my mind, and the minds of many others, is as necessary
as any of the school subjects for the greatest
hanniness of the greatest number.
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b* Enables school to aid in teaching pupils civic
responsibility
.
"The develooment of thrift among our oeonle is not
merely an economic problem; it has also a moral and a
political significance. Sound judgment, moral resistance,
perserverance
,
steadiness of purpose are not, as a rule,
attributes of the spendthrift. Among the many evidences
of the moral decay that nrecedes the downfall of a
nation are extravagance and waste. The practice of
thrift is, in itself, an aid in bringing forth the moral
qualities for which we must aim in order to evolve a
morally and nolitlcally stable nation.
"Under present conditions, the public school must
assume more responsibility than every before in training
the youth along lines that make for efficient cltizenship--
especlally along lines in which the majority of children
do not receive adequate training elsewhere. Since thrift
is economically and morally a factor of good citizenship,
instruction
and since along this line few children receive systematic /v
outside of school it is both the duty and safeguard of the
state to afford such training thru its oublic schools.
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'‘Progress in education is being made with certain
) definite results. But in the course of this progress,
the vital subject of money usage has been neglected.
Such an Important factor in personal and world affairs
should be included in the school curriculum. A thorough
and systematic training in money usage would provide
a foundation for financial success and its opoortunlties
for growth and haooiness. It would also prevent much
poverty with its attendant evils, and old-age dependence--
two vexing problems'.'*
The fact that the National Education Association
has been so interested in the work of Mss Florence Barnard
in Brookline and that of other educators who are interested
in the same subject would seem to point to the fact
that Economic Education is being considered very seriously
as a subject worth being put into the school curriculum.
There is no question in my mind but what a course in
Economic Education engendering good money Ibabits in
those receiving it, would help the American schools to
turn out better American citizens. As this is the
chief aim of the American public school, why should
} this valuable practical subject not be put into the
curriculum?
*Money Management Manual, Part I.
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The aims of Economic Education might be stated as
follows:
"1. To give each child a comprehensive knowledge
of the underlying orinciples of thrift. He must know the
principles before he can intelligently act in accordance
with them.
2. To develop habits of economy. In order to be
effective thrift must become a habit.
3 . To imoress each child with the dignity of purposeful
activity. When the individual comes to a realization of
the imoortance and honorability of earning, saving, and
Investing resources in order that he may use them to
advantage, the insignificant details of his daily life
are lifted above the realm of the commonolace
. If such
an attitude is attained by a majority of citizens, the
result will be a nation, not of materialists, but a
nation of truly oractical realists."*
*Francis V. Frisbie, Thrift Monogranh, 00.16-17.
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IV. Economic Education in Brookline, M^ass .
a. Oricrln of Economic Education In Brookline.
in September, 1927, the school committee of Brookline,
Massachusetts, voted to introduce the teaching of money
management into two of Its elementary schools as an
exoeriment . It was the first time in the history of the
country that this, as a definite subject, had been
included in a school curriculum. The fact that in
September, 1928, they voted to introduce economic education
throughout the school system, indicated that the experiment
was satisfactory; and the oractical results, after more
than a year and a half, have now further nroven the value
of such training.
b. Descriotion of Economic Education in Brookline.
"starting with the wee tots in the kindergarten, where
care in the use of things, and ways to 'save Daddy's dollars''
and to 'save for Brookline" are encouraged, the course
on through the high school provides a weekly ooportunlty
for discussing economic subject matter in a way suited
to the children's age and understanding, and oertaining to
civic as well as oersonal affairs. Here they learn from
observation instead of books, from personal experience and
eurrent events rather than from theories which may or may
not be outworn.
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"Budgeting begins in the fifth grade. Discrimination
between the greater and lesser values, and habits of
accurate accounting can be develooed with the least dif-
ficulty at this early age.
"The budget formula adopted in Brookline brings all
the uses of money under the three headings: Save, G-ive,
and Have. The last is subdivided into the tonics Heeds
and Wishes in the grades, and Necessities and Betterments
in the budget used in the high school and by adults, both
parents and teachers. The order of these three uses of
money is stressed in order to steer away from the natural
inclination to have first. The importance of daily
entrance of exnendltures is emplasized as a time saver
and to Insure accuracy.
"Little by little the children are led to see that
the careful consideration of what constitutes a ’need’,
prevents waste of money in making purchases, and that every
penny or dollar saved there can be turned to better account
for saving, giving and the gratification of ’wishes’.
"Another feature of this training is the balancing
or comnaring of the amount saved with the amount used to
gratify wishes. Each may be a check uoon the other,
preventing a hoarding tendency on the one hand, and
extravagance on the other.
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*'The approach to budgeting is made through experiment-
ing rather than planning, for to be a good nlanner one
must first be a good observer. Observation of the fun-
damental principles underlying money management leads
directly to an understanding of the different standards
of living as oresented in the high school. Here the terms
'existence’ and 'growth' take the nlace of ''low* and
'high' standards, as commonly used by economists, for they
make more vivid to the mind of youth what may be considered
the real life values.
"The existence standard includes material needs only.
The growth standard Includes saving, which eliminates worry
and want-- or fear of want--from the future and substitutes
peace of mind and Increasing olenty; giving, which develops
the altruistic soirit and a most essential character
quality; and the betterments, which include as sub-topics
education and recreation.
"it will be noted that betterments suggest not only
growth or develooment Physically, mentally, and sniritually
,
but the profitable use of leisure time. Education for
leisure, one of the greatest nroblems in this modern
day, can be tied ud effectively with education in the wise
use of money; for when all is said and done, money manage-
ment and life management go hand in hand, the former
determining the latter to a very great extent.
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•’The Brookline school committee did another unusual
thin® this last fall by sending to all the narents of school
children a brief statement of the main features of this
course in which it was shown how they at home, by encouraging
earning that does not interfere with school work or by
arranging for a regular and fixed allowance, can cooperate
toward making the work in school most effective,
“When the narents regulate the money sunnly and put
the responsibility for its use on the child, and the school
leads the child into an intelligent understanding of how
to meet that resnonsibllity
,
the combinations cannot fail
to fit youth for the larger responsibility with larger
amounts of money in adult life.
**In summarizing the objectives of the course, the
committee’s statement refers to ’the creation of Interest
in making the most of what one has rather than in the
ill-satisfying pastime of keeping uo with others, and a
growing understanding of how money should not be an end
in itself, but, when wisely used, is a means toward
realizing and enjoying the highest, finest things in llfel‘*
M^oney Management in the School Curriculum, Florence Barnard,
Journal of Home Economics, Jan. 1930, 00.21, 22, 24.
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Miss Florence Barnard, who was nut In charge of the
course in Brookline, has given many years of study to this
problem. In 1925 she won the first nrize in a contest
open to the teachers of the country under the ausnices
of the National Association of Mutual Savings Banks for
the best outline on ’’Thrift Education”. Two other
Massachusetts teachers. Miss Elizabeth F. Bingham and
Miss Mary F. Shatwell, were also nrize-winners . These
three teachers who represent the three stages in educational
develooment known as elementary, junior high, and senior
high, later develooed the oresent system known as ’’Money
Management Methods”
.
’’While the ouroose of these lessons (Money Management
Method Progressive Manual) is to teach children about
the Values and Usages of Money, the ’plan and test ' is
the concrete means toward the accomoli shment of that
purnose. Habit Formation is the ultimate objective,
and it is essential if we would evade hanhazard ways of
managing . ”*
^Money Management Method, Progressive Manual, Part I.
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c. Mthods used.
1. In lower schools.
The first oart of the course in the elementary grades
is aimed at giving the ouoils a language or vocabulary
background in Economic Education. Eiss Barnard, having
found no text available to cover her work was forced to
write manuals for her own use. I believe they are now
in the orocess of being printed. Lesson I in the manual
is devoted to awakening a consciousness, in the child,
of the worthwhileness of a nlan. In this lesson it is
suggested, for instance, that the teacher call attention
to the need for a Plan in architecture.
Lesson II is devoted to arousing the child to the
Importance of having a plan of life.
Lesson III is devoted to oointing out the danger of
cultivating habits of wastefulness.
These lessons serve as a good Introduction to the
course. The children are stirred with a consciousness
of the values of certain worthwhile qualities and are
led very easily to an understanding of what the course
is about
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Proceeding on this as a foundation the puoil is
immediately introduced to the different uses of money.
For Instance, a coin, a nickel, nerhaos , is taken and
held up to the class. The oupils are drawn out by
questioning them as to its value, its uses and under
uses, saving, having, and giving. G-oing on from this
an attempt is made to give the children an understanding
of how much should be saved, spent, and given.
Lesson IV stresses oarticularly the fact that
faithfulness in little things may result in the acquire-
ment of great qualities.
Lesson V emohasizes the quality of eagerness and
how it may lead boys and girls to orofit by life’s
opoortunities
.
Lesson VI lays its emphasis on thrift in nature
and offers the question to the ouoils whether waste or
saving is a surer guide to success.
The first six lessons Include: B. for Best, U. for
Urge, D. for Danger, G. for Great, E. for Eager, for
Thrift. These letters, of course, spell the word upon
which the basis of money management rests.
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The next few lessons of the course are taken up with
instilling in the pupils’ minds the value of saving, giving,
and having*
Under "saving" emphasis is laid on creating a desire
to save, pointing out the imoortance of saving, and show-
ing the child the relationship of little things to big
things
.
The Imoortance of "giving" is stressed in showing
how much more enjoyment one has in life if one shares
his privileges and oossessions with others. Then, too,
the fact is brought out that because men of wealth have
taken oleasure in giving parks, hosoltals, libraries, and
museums, the world is a haooler place in which to live.
Under "having" the values of different goods are
brought out, and emphasis is laid on the wise expenditure
of small coins.
The lessons following these are taken uo with much
practical work. For Instance, at the end of lesson IX
certain nuoils are delegated to find out the orices of
coal and wood and also to be ready to explain how each
kind of fuel is secured for us. In lesson X the class
work hinges on the information which the pupils bring in.
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Such questions are raised as: Where is coal found? What
was its early history? How is it obtained? After this
the effect of distance uoon the nrice of coal and the other
reasons why its nrice is high are pointed out.
Thus the nunil is learning certain valuable informations
which will be a heln to him in later life, participating
in searching for informations and discussing them.
The Dupils are later Instructed in the value of the
dime, the quarter, the half-dollar, and the dollar. As
the child grows more familiar with the different coins,
the object is to get the child to ston and consider before
he gratifies every passing whim; to realize his own nower
of choice between what is of temnorary value and what
is of more permanent value; and gradually to annreciate
the fact that he can have the most worthwhile things in
anticioation and reality if he does not indulge too
many fleeting fancies.
This first oart of the course, then we see is not
a subject to be entirely learned from books. The child
has onoortunlty to join in securing information and
contributing to the discussion in class. The problems
brought uo are closely related to the age of the child
and, of course, have much meaning to him for this reason.
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2.
In Secondary Schools.
Here the importance of a olan or budget Is emphasized.
First is taught the meaning of a budget, next the results
of using a budget, then, finally, the nurpose of the budget.
Wuch of the course is given over to the solving of
practical problems dealing with the puoil * s own economic
life. Then information dealing with investment of money,
life insurance, property insurance, and comoound interest
is advanced. The puoils take oart in discussions of
various phases of practical economics along the foregoing
lines.
Under the heading "The Vital Circle" there are five
main divisions: work, earn, save, give, have. Each division
is taken uo senarately but is also connected up closely
with the other units of the circle.
Within the first two divisions are included such subjects
as:
1. Capital, Labor, and the Public.
2. Pupils’ Vocations.
3. School as Present Vocation.
4. Qualities necessary for Successful Earning.
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Under the topic Capital, Labor, and the Public
pupils of Junior High School age should begin to
think about the relations between Capital and Labor,
( 1) because it is the most critical question today.
In its right solution lies the future welfare of our
country. Bound up with it are the financial or
economic and social Interests of the nation. There
can be no industrial peace without a realization and
understanding of the whole problem. (2) Because every
child in our schools today is destined to act a part in
this great work drama. Some will employ, others will
be employed, and most all at one time or another will
have experience in both roles. To do this Intelligently,
they must understand a few economic principles, and the
earlier they begin the study, the better able they will
be to cope with situations in later life as they arise.
Before leaving this subject, we must consider the third
angle of the triangle, the Public. Frequently in discussing
this vital matter of Capital and Labor we forget the Public.
Who are they: You and I, worker and capitalist, all the
citizens, young and old, men and women, rich and poor,
employer and employee, natural born, naturalized, and alien.
Too often their Interests are disregarded when strikes,
backouts, and other labor troubles are Planned and carried
out. Their confort, convenience, and even their existence
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are seldom considered. But since the Public renresents
the greater number, and includes both of the others, a
sane view of these matters on their part would solve
many of the vexing questions of the industrial situation
today.
Ffere again the tendency at oresent is a more
intelligent attitude toward all these oroblems on the nart
of the Public. The children should know what the
attitude of each of those three should be toward each other
so that, as they olay their oart in one or all of them,
they may approach their task equiooed with a prooftier
knowledge of their orivileges and resoonsibilitles
. Here
as everywhere in life, "No man llveth unto himself."
Under the topic Pupils’ Vocations the most Imoortant
thing our schools can do is to start pupils on the right
path. Then the yeai s will bring them the reward that
comes with work well done.
This reward can only come when we are engaged in work
for which we are fitted. Why? Because we can do good
work only when it is done with the least effort, and that
is Possibij only when we are adapted to our work. Now is
the time to steer the children away from the mistakes
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that lead so many to say, "If I had my life to live over,
I would never choose this work." Study the children and
lead them to study their own interests and aotitudes.
Choosing the right vocation is the most Important thing
they will ever do.
Under the topic School as Present Vocation the
pupil should he taught that school is his main business
and nothing should be allowed to interfere with it.
Everything must centre around the getting of an
education first. Every sacrifice must be made to learn
in the early years. The world owes no one a living.
Earning is one form of education and desirable only when
it does not interfere with the oreoaration for earning
that living. Parents can help much be regulating outside
tasks and their compensation.
Under the tonic Qualities Necessary for Successful
Earning we find that they are essentially the same as
those necessary for successful learning in school. First
of all is honesty, which cannot be stressed too much.
Promptness in attendance will lead to promptness in
business life.
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Courtesy may well be taught as a business asset. Tact
may be a little hard to exolaln. But examples may be
cited of this quality which counts so much in facing the
world. And last of all, the rarest quality to find in
school or outside--inltiative—for which the big orizes
of the world are reserved.
Pupils who practice these essential qualities during
their Junior and Senior High School days will have no
difficulty in finding work, or succeeding in their
future career. Today business is asking the schools
to develop first of all the right attitudes.
In taking uo the subject of "Saving", reasons for
saving are brought out. Visits are made to lowal banks.
Devices to encourage saving are mentioned. Information
is collected concerning Mutual Savings Banks, Cooperative
Banks, Credit Unions, and Insurance Companies. Various
types of insurance and the advantages of each are discussed.
The next subject under the main heading of "The Vital
up
Circle" is "G-lving"
. In this section are taken such
questions as: Why give? Pronortlon to G-ive? To whom
should we give? Who are the needy? Giving to one’s friends,
What? How? Satisfaction in giving. Best forms of giving.
Reports are made uoon lives of great Philanthraolsts such
as Andrew Carnegie, Benjamin Franklin, etc. Many poems
and stories dealing with the sharing spirit are read.
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Under the last heading which is "Having” the pupils
make lists of their possessions. They then are asked to
decide whether each thing they have is beautiful,
necessary, or useful. The distinction between needs and
wishes is brought out. Then material is brought into
the course which many educators, including Holmes of the
Harvard Business School, believe should be included in
all school curricula as required subjects. This material
covers food, clothing, and shelter. A prooer apportion-
ment of the income to each of these is worked out. The
necessity of buying oroper food and clothing is emnhasized.
Sensible buying of food and clothing is discussed.
Visits are made to various stores. Articles of food
and clothing are examined carefully, and much discussion
is carried on as to what things are necessities and what
are luxuries.
Necessities are not taken too narrowly. The necessity
of health is talked about. This, of course, leads to a
discussion of how to maintain one's health at the standard
necessary for doing one's best work. Recreation, its
necessity and various forms^<$ki^ treated with in a broad way
An endeavor is made to get the pupils to form the
habit of wishing for things that will be of a permanent
value rather than those that merely satisfy a nasslng fancy
Betterments are discussed. Here are taken up such subjects
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as: Reading, Recreation, Spiritual Uplift, Improveruent
through education, courses, clubs.
Later much time Is taken up In finding out and
discussing various methods of buying. Under these are
taken uo subjects such as; Cash versus charge. Installment,
Chain store buying. Bargains, Meaning of credit.
The course In all the grades Is devoted to much
discussion. There Is a good deal of outside work on the
oart of the pupils, however, for from time to time they
are delegated to look up certain Informations and make
reports on them. Budgeting begins In the fifth grade.
From then on through the High School the puplls keep
budgets and discuss the various problems that arise. The
habit of Planning the use of money Is started early as
we can see. This systematic training from youth on is
bround to have a definite valuable result upon the pupII
’
s
way of life. Proper attitudes about the uses of money
will undoubtedly be arrived at by many puoils. The course
has a practical immediate result on the lives of the
puplls and also Is bound to leave attitudes and habits
that will influence their actions all through life.
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d. Estimation of results achieved.
1. Pupils Estimation.
"The pupils in Brookline are enthusiastic about the
Money Management course, for it is a subject which they
can learn without poring over books. Money usage is made
vivid through personal experience and observation"*
"A few quotations from the nuplls’ comments on the
course will show what they think of it. Said a sixth grader,
'Money Management has made me stop and think.' One
high-school boy nut it, 'G-ee, this is great'. Now I know
where I'm at each month,' and he has started his father
using the same budget. That they have gotten from it
something more than the saving of cash on hand, annears
in the following statements which eighth-grade punils
in the Lincoln School wrote on the tonic 'What Money
Management Has Taught Me.'
"
'Money Management has taught me not only to save
money but also my clothes and time.'
*John Richardson, Barron's, June 2, 1930
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’ Money Management has been a godsend to me. Before
I never knew what to do with my money. Now I can earn
though I haven’t a job; snend and yet save. I have not
a job; yet money management is a job in itself, a hard
and delightful one. We learn first to manage the money
and then to use it. I have started to put one dollar
in the Cooperative Bank each month.’
"
’Before I had Money Management I wasn’t fussy how I
soent my money; but now I make a plan according to this
rule: save a fifth, give a tenth, and have seven tenths.
I do not want my little budget book to say I’m extravagant,
but I also do not want it to say I’m stingy. It can never
say the latter, but it has said the former. I am learning
to control my whims for a sundae or soda when I know l
need it for church, or carfare or club dues. Before Money
Management became a study in school, I spent my club dues
for candy and at the end of last year I owed about two
dollars to our club. Through my money management I was
able to send the two dollars to the headquarters last week,
so if it had not been for money management I would still
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have that on ray conscience. I never have to ask Mother
for church raoney now. I always have my own and when my
brother hasn’t any change for carfare, I have often given
It to him. Money Management has taught me to save, give,
and still have spending money.*'
Such a subject from which the children seem to
derive a definite, practical value and one about which
they are so enthusiastic seems to me to be worthy of
consideration wherever work of curriculum-making is going
On. It is a subject which can be made interesting to
anyone because the use of money affects the lives of all.
The teacher has the opoortunity of helping children
settle problems with which they are faced for helping
to preoare them for their future. Here the work of the
school can be linked very closely with the life situations
of the children.
^Florence Barnard, Journal of Home Economics, January 1930,
po. 23-24.
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2. Estimation of Brookline School Committee.
The fact that after making a trial of teaching money
management in two elementary schools as an experiment for
a year the Brookline School Committee voted to introduce
Economic Education throughout the school system, indicated
that the experiment was satisfactory; and the practical
results after more than a year and a half have further
proven the value of such training.*
3 . Florence Barnard’s estimation of the value of the
course
.
"By making interesting the importance and results of
conserving minutes and pennies, there is being cultivated
an economic consciousness— a sense of the value of both
time and money—while systematic saving and regular depositing
in the school bank is not only resulting in good habit
formation but is making impressive the possibilities of
large accumulation from even the smallest amounts. Promptness
and concentration on the work at hand are associated with
the thought of Pleasant tasks to follow.”*
Florence Barnard, Money Management in the School curriculum.
Journal of Home Economics, January 1930, Page 21.
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V
. Economic Citizenship In New York State *
"The State Education Denartment in New York maintains
that school training is not merely a oreoaration for the
larger exoerlences of life, rt is itself a oart of the
life experience, and the one who cannot demonstrate a
reasonable measure of essential qualities of economic
success in this stage of his or her experience will not
be likely to demonstrate them in a larger measure later
on
.
"The preparation or educational period of a young
Person’s life is the time when habits are formed which
are likely to make a permanent Influence. While the
effects of the economic mistakes that young people may
make during this period are not so apparent or so
immediately disastrous as mistakes made during the later
years of life yet the intelligence applied to the management
of economic life during the later years is largely a
result of guidance or lack of guidance during the
preparatory period. This places a very definite and
Important responsibility upon the education system.
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"There is no more reason why the school student
should be wasteful of his own or others' resources than
that working men or housewives should be wasteful of
their own or others' resources. If the young person
has a definite worlj: to oerform either in school or out
of school, he should apply to that work the orincioles
of good economic management. If he earns money for
himself or is orovided with an allowance from his oarents,
he should manage that money with the same relative intelligence
that he will be expected to manage his own earnings when
he leaves the school and becomes resnonsible for larger
sums
.
"Young peoole should somehow get the Impression that
every economic act they nerform during their school lives
will have a bearing and an influence uoon their economic
lives later on. This cannot be done by moralizing or
oreaching. It must be done by bringing these young people
into situations where the aoplication of economic knowledge
and Judgment are required, by nutting before them concrete
problems and resnonsibilities wherein the results can be

56
measured in tangible form and where they can see for
themselves the relative success or failure which they
have achieved
•
’’But this training oeriod should also give these
young peoDle a look into the future-”a sense of their
economic resoonsibilities during the long oeriod from the end of
their academic education to the end of their working
lives. These are the producing years when one must
assume for himself the complete responsibility of work-
ing out a successful economic experience.
’’The resoonsibilities of the later needs of life
are not easy to olcture to young oeoole
,
but if they do
not get the oicture now, they are likely to drift along
through the early part of life without a olan or ourpose,
managing their economic affairs in a haohazard way, and
to wake uo too late to work out their economic indeoendence
.
/
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)
"They should be given an appreciation not only of
the fact that they should earn a reasonably good Income
but also of how so to manage that Income as to get the
best advantage from every dollar they earn.
"The successful economic citizen must live well
within his income, have some plan and nurnose in the
spending of his earnings for his current living needs,
and have a nlan and purnose in the accumulation of money
for his needs in later life, a knowledge of the orincinles
of investment of savings, the imoortance of life insurance,
the value and influence of owning a home at the nroper
time, and of the general successful management of all his
nersonal financial problems.
"It is the orimary object of this course in economic
cltizenshlD to give young peoole this sense of how to
succeed in the management of their life Jobs and in the
use of the money that may come to their command and
whether they earn money for themselves or whether they
have only to do with the income that may be nroduced
^ by others . "*
’•'John Richardson, Protecting the Investing Public, Barron’s,
June 2, 1930, Page 8.
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VI . Budp;ets In a Home Management Course for a Senior
Hip;h School *
"A study of curriculum changes for the nubile schools
of Long Beach, California, was recently made under a Committee
of Fifteen, comnosed of administrators from the curriculum
department and the Elementary, Junior High, and Senior
High Schools. As a result it was decided in 1926-27 to
prescribe a course in home management for all girls graduat-
ing from the Senior High School."*
The third object of the course is the one I am interested
in so I shall state only that-- to inculcate "a knowledge
and understanding of the wise budgeting of time and money
in order to maintain the home with efficiency".**
"Almost all the girls admitted that they thought
a discussion of budgets would be very abstruse and not
oarticularly interesting, but when they found that the
first assignment was to bring to class a list of family
exoenses classified as to satisfaction of needs and
satisfaction of desires, a real interest began to develop.
* Maude E. Hayes, Helen E. Larsen, Lena P. Bennett,
Budgets in a Home Management Course for a Senior High
School, Journal of Horae Economics, Feb. 1928, Page 75.
**Ibld.
,
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Answers to the question of what Is a need and what is a
desire gave the teacher a picture of the variety in the
home background of the puoils. The usual wish was for a
car, and this onened the question as to whether a car
would fill a need or satisfy a desire.
'*One of the underlying thoughts of the unit- -the
choices to be made when the income is limited—was
emphasized over and over again in the balance between
needs and desires, and the class arrived quite painlessly
at the point where a budget could be understood as a
plan for spending one’s money and not as a complicated
system of bookkeeping where the accounts refused to
balance
.
"The next point in the study was the methods of
disbursing the family Income. Here the girls discussed
the pros and cons of the doling method, the allowance
nlan, the charge system, and the Joint bank account. They
had begun to feel that the housewife's resnonsibility for
snending money wisely was greater than they had Imagined
and by almost common consent decided that the allowance
i^lan was the best arrangement for an inexperienced, young
wife and this in spite of the attractiveness of the Joint
banlc account."*
*Ibld.
,
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’'In the divisions of the budget and the subheadings
necessary for the thousand and one items necessary to
daily living, it was easy on paper to make an allowance
‘for advancement* but when each girl figured for her own
family the gifts, charitable and personal, church pledges
and benevolences, recreation, vacations, to say nothing
of education, the soending of the allowance had to be
most carefully planned. They began to see why in the
small income budget the proportion for food was so large,
why, in the moderate income budget, an increase might
be apoortioned to other divisions than food, and why,
in the ample income budget, the apportionments for
clothing and advancement were large in comoarison with
that for food.
"When the discussion of savings came uo, it was
hard for them to aooreciate the real meaning of the savings
fund, that it was not only a fund for the future but a
fund to be actively used in making the oresent a definite
preparation for the future; for instance, for education
to lead towards a larger earning canacity or for a
vacation to make one more fit to do one's work."*
*Ibid.
,
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"in answer to the question given out at the end of
this course ’What practical use can you make of your study
of budgets' one girl wrote the following:
'From the study of budgeting I have found that, in
fact, all three of our family spend much more than we
really should. Although it seems impossible to cut down
on anything, I suooose we could. There are many families
that do not make as much as mine does and they save nearly
as much as we do but they are very careful of every cent.
It is due to the fact that we have charge accounts,
probably, that we do not save any more than we do. I think
every girl should take this course as it is very beneficial.
Already whenever I spend money I think before I do it to
see if it is really what I want or if it is too expensive
or whether I could do better some olace else. Because I
talk so much of it at home, my brother is also thinking
more of how he soends his money. My brother doesn't spend
his money foolishly but I think it is just as good for him
to know about such things as it is for me.' "*
*Ibid,, Page 79*
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VII. ^*The New Course of Study. *'
a. Recommended Content of new course of study in
Arithmetic
.
The recommendation for the course of study in arith-
metic as it annears in the Fourth Yearbook of the Denartment
of Superintendence includes many of the features taken
up in the course of Economic Education in Brookline.
’’Part 2. Typical Life Situations for Different Grades.
The main purpose of life situation work is the building
up of clear concepts through first-hand contacts and
guided exoerience.
Grade I:
C ounting
Buying for mother.
Grade II:
Buying groceries for mother.
Grade III:
School milk.
Savings Accounts.
Buying for mother—making change to |2 .00
,
groceries,
toys, clothing.
The School store, a grocery store.
Expense account, money soent.
i
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G-rade IV.
Playing store, hardware or clothing.
Grade V.
Furniture for a six-room house.
Buying the home coal for the year.
Money snent for milk; savings.
Earning money— actual reoorts.
Grade VI
.
The family budget--also, pupil's budget. Keeping
accounts
.
Buying groceries to best advantage.
The school banking.
The milk buying.
Grade VII.
When can one afford an automobile?
Local tax rates and distribution of money.
School and out-of-school savings.
What I need to know to handle a bank account.
A study of banking.
Grade VIII.
Buying lot and building house.
Should an Itinerant buy or rent?
The expense of remodeling an old house.
Marks of the get-rlch-qulck salesman and the bad Investment.
The marks of a good investment
.
A study of investments."*
*Guy M. Wilson, What Arithmetic Shall We Teach, Chao. 15
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b. Conclusions drawn as to tyne of subject matter
which should be taught in Arithmetic course.
Professor Wilson in his book "What Arithmetic Shall
We teach" comes to the conclusion that "It would be more
in keeping with actual life conditions if children were
given such toolcs as:
"Buying groceries. (Shall we buy groceries at the
corner grocery day by day as needed? Will it nay to buy
canned goods by the dozen? What groceries may be bought
in quantities? Are there enough differences at different
places to Justify giving attention to where one buys?)
"Buying meat. What cuts shall I buy? Where? Is it
possible to use Judgment in buying meat? In case children
live in a city where fresh fish is readily available, is
it nossible frequently to buy fish advantageously? When
should certain kinds of fish be bought? Poultry gives
variety, but can it be bought as economically?)
"In similar manner, buying dry goods, buying clothing,
buying the coal for the winter, etc.
"Work of this kind, helolng children to use Judgment
in snendlng money, is directly in line with the needs of
the children and of the family in most cases, and it is
dealing with the thing which is or should be haopenlng
dally in the homes of the children.
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This work may lead to such comDrehensive views as budgeting
the family money. How should the money for clothing be
divided among the various members of the family? How much
should be soent on movies, shows, trios, etc., for enjoy-
ment and recreation? In case little or nothing can be
allowed for travel and hotel exoenses, what are other
inexpensive means of enjoyment and recreation? The food
item in the budget is not exactly constant, but it cannot
be reduced below a certain minimum required by the size
of the family and the food needs of its members, but
other items in the budget are more elastic. Are we paying
too much for rent? Should we take a cheaoer house or
apartment? Is it better to rent than to try to own a home?
What provision should be made for insurance against sick-
ness nofH?
,
accident, or death? What proportion of the
income should go into savings? The proportion for any item,
of course, will vary with the amount of income, the number
in the family and other circumstances, so that judgment
is always called for even though a fairly good set of
general principles have been worked out.
’'More and more the work in arithmetic should direct
attention to the use of judgment in spending, using, and
saving money. Nine- tenths of all figuring done by adults
is done when money is involved."*
*G-uy M. Vi/llson, What Arithmetic Shall We teach. Chap, V,
pp. 36-38.
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VIII. The Council On Economic Education .
a. Origin.
"This cornoration had its origin in work done by
the Boston Better Business Bureau in connection with
the systeii of money management teaching established
in the Brookline public schools. Conferences held
in March, 1930, under the auspices of the New England
Council brought together Interested individuals and
reoresentatives of various organizations in business
and educational fields. Out of these conferences grew
the oresent corooration.
b. Puroose.
"Its Duroose is to oromote instruction in the public
schools in oersonal economics and money management by
coooeratlon with school authorities and deoartments of
education. It reoresents a coming together of business
interests and educators to assist in working out plans
and in encouraging economic education both in the schools
and in Industry
.
c. Present status.
"The Council on Economic Education is a non-orofit,
non-commercial organization. Certain valuable school
texts were generously offered it, from which a substantial
revenue would have accrued. The founders, however,
decided that it was better not to be bound to any particular
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text or olan of education but to promote the basic idea
without being prejudiced. Private individuals have
orovided part of the necessary funds. Through its
service to industry in assisting in the solution of
oroblems of grouo education among emoloyees in personal
economics, money management, and so on, the council
will receive annual raembershio fees. Later it is
planned to publish research reoorts and informational
matter which may bring in revenue. The Council is not
a charity. It is an educational organization which fills
an economic need and can therefore be financed on a
sound economic basis.
d. Method of Operation.
"The Council will operate as a clearing house and
information center on its subject. It will offer cooneration
to school committees, superintendents of schools, oarent-
teachers organizations, women's clubs, organizations and
associations such as are represented on the Advisory Board,
and corporations having Problems of group education.
"The initial program of the Council contemplates
activities confined as far as possible to Massachusetts
and New England, cooperating with public and private
agencies in allied fields, wherever interested. The
publication of reports, conferences with school boards
and teachers, with organizations in business, banking,
merchandising. Insurance and Industry in general comprise its
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chief activities."*
e. Technical Advisory Board of the Council.
This Board is made up of the following:
Florence Barnard, Manager, Course on Economic
Education, Brookline Public Schools.
Roy F. Bergengren, Executive Secretary, Credit
Union National Extension Bureau.
R. W. Bowdoln, Secretary, Mass. Division of the
New England Council.
W. Herrick Brown, Ass't. Vice-President, Old
Colony Trust Company.
Tressler W. Callihan, Manager of General Agencies,
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company.
Mathilde Carlson, Eaton and Howard, Investment
Managers
.
Agnes Craig, Head, Howe Economics Deptment
,
Snringfleld
Public Schools.
S. Agnes Donham, Specialist in Income Management.
Mrs. F. E. Heard, Secretary, Graduate School of
Business Administration, Harvard University.
Mrs. George Hoague, President, Mass. Parent-Teachers
Association.
Anna C. Kloss, Department of Education, Massachusetts.
Norman Lombard, Executive Vice-President, Stable
Money Association.
*Pamohlet issued by Council on Economic Education.
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C. G-. McDavltt, Assistant Vice-President, JTew
England Telephone and Telegraph Company.
Earl Manning, Estate Engineer.
E. S. Mansfield, Head, Educational Department,
Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston.
Frederick G-. Nichols, Graduate School of Education,
Harvard University.
E. Grosvenor Plowman, Industrial Relations Advisor,
Associated Industries of M^assachusetts
.
M^arquls Robb, Junior Banking Counsellor.
Payson Smith, Commissioner of Education, WTassachusetts
.
Dana S. Sylvester, Executive Manager, Savings Bank
Association of Massachusetts.
f. Officers.
On the board of directors apoear such names as:
Arthur W. Gilbert, President.
T. N. Carver, Vice-President.
William L. Stoddard, Executive Vice-President.
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IX . Recommendations offered from various sources .
a. Boston Better Business Bureau.
In the June 2, 1930, issue of Barron’s, The
National Financial Weekly, John Richardson, President
of the Boston Better Business Bureau, wrote an article
entitled ’’Protecting the Investing Public.” This
article forcibly presents the advisability and necessity
of including courses in ’’personal economics” or ’’money
management” in the public schools.
’’This problem has been considered by the Board of
Directors of the Boston Better Business Bureau.” The
Bureau apnointed a snecial committee, consisting of
Carl Spencer, chairman, Elmer Silver, and William Rogers,
to investigate and make recommendations. Following the
investigation and recommendation of the committee, the
following resolutions were adopted by the Board of
Directors of the Bureau:
”1. That the Board of Directors of the Better
Business Bureau endorse the idea of teaching personal
economics in all the grades of the public schools, and
that the Board of Directors ask the Massachusetts State
Deoartment of Education to make a study of the material.
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procedure, and results of such courses, and that the
State Education Deoartment be offered the cooneration
or assistance it might desire in the matter from the
Bureau
.
'*2. That the action taken by the Better Business
Bureau be made known to various business organizations,
associations, etc., which would be Interested in the
subject, and that anproorlate publicity be preoared
and distributed. That the Bureau also coooerate with
other endorsing or interested organizations in the
promotion of this program.
"The subject has been attracting a good deal of
attention, local and national.
"In the program of the National Convention on
Fraudulent Transactions in Securities held in Washington
on May 22, it as stated: ’The swindler’s field of
ooeratlon will be restricted only, when the oooortunity
for profit is diminished through further extension of
the public knowledge of sound investments.’ "*
Bureau Urges Educational Project, The Bulletin, Published
by The Boston Better Business Bureau, June 5, 1930.
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b. Prominent Citizens.
*'E. H. H. Simmons, President of the New York Stock
Exchange, in an address on ’Security Frauds, A National
Business Liability', made the following remark:
'Fundamentally, the cure for the fraudulent
securities oroblem consists in a thorough-going education
of the investment public.'
"The late C. W. Barron, noted financial writer
and economists, remarked on our educational system on
various occasions. In an address before the National
Association of Cotton Manufacturers
,
Mr. Barron stated:
'Modern education has not kent pace with the
orogress in science, social progress, business nrogress,
or financial orogress.
'A remedy is to coordinate the education of school
and college with the education of business.'
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’’Horace J. Donnelly, Solicitor of the Post Office
Department, in a recent address before the convention
of Better Business Bureaus, described the necessity of
educating the public to protect Itself against various
fraudulent merchandise and financial schemes. Mr. Donnelly
stated;
’The need of educating the oubllc in the art of
protecting itself against the onslaughts of the crooks
is nrobably greater than that of prosecuting him. It
is a more effective way of eliminating him.
'I have often thought that the idea of self-protection
in this respect should be drilled into our girls and
boys from the time they leave the kindergarten. Make
it a part of the curriculum of our institutions of
learning.’ ”<<•
*John Richardson, Protecting the Investing Public, Barron's,
June 2, 1930.
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Frank G-. Allen, ex-G-overnor of Massachusetts, made
the following statement:
*'
’ I am glad to know that a group of public
sDirited educators and business men have formed the
Council on Economic Education to promote the teaching
in the schools and industry not only of thrift and
economy but also of thrift and economy but also of
the science of the management of money. It is very
essential that our peonle should know how to use without
waste our financial resources. I am Informed that
educational work of this kind, established in one
Massachusetts town, has attracted national-wide attention.
Building on proved results and embodying in its organization
recognized leaders in business, Insurance, banking, and
education, the Council on Economic Education should be
in a position to render real service not only in this
Commonwealth, but also, by example and coooeratlon
throughout the nation.’ ”*
*The Bulletin, Published by The Boston Better Business
Bureau, Inc., May 5, 1930.
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Payeon Smith, Commissioner of Education, made the
following statement in a letter addressed to Ifflss Florence
Barnard, Sunervisor of Economic Education in Brookline:
”l am, as you know, deeply Interested in the
development of effective programs of thrift education.
I have especial confidence in the plan in the develop-
ment of which you have played so leading a part.”*
V/illls A. Sutton, President, The National
Education Association, in a letter addressed to
lyTr. W. L. Stoddard stated, "Your letter of August 28
concerning the Council on Economic Education, has
been received, and I am continually being Impressed
that the cooperation of this organization with the
National Education Association will be mutually
helpful . ”**
«--**Taken from letters in the files of the Council on Economic
Education
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Charles H. Judd, University of Chicago, Chairman
of the Committee on Suoolementary Materials of
Instruction of the American Council on Education In
a letter to Mr. Stoddard stated, '’A Committee of the
American Council on Education is very much interested
in the field which is being cultivated by your
council. The American Council has a committee the
purpose of which is to oreoare and distribute to the
schools in the country reading material which will
enlighten school puoils with regard to social institutions
Our first work has been to utilize some of the material
which is prepared by anthrooologists . We have some
lessons on the alphabet and the arable numj^eral system
and shall have shortly material on weights and measures,
methods of measuring time, and other similar tonics.
It is our expectation, after we have laid the foundation
through the preparation of material of the tyne described,
to get into the field of economics.
*From files of Council on Economic Education, Charles
H. Judd.
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ITr. Henry Dennison, of the Dennison NTanufacturing Co.,
stated, am thoroughly convinced of the worthwhileness
of the movement you are snonsoringV*
E. S. Mansfield, Head of Educational Bureau, The
Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston stated,
am very much interested in education and especially
in thrift, both in school and industry and would
be glad to do anything possible to assist in this
worthwhile line of endeavor."**
Norman Lombard, Executive Vice-President of the
Stable Money Association stated, "The significance of
your proposed educational work and the vital relation
of education in economics to the task of The Stable
Money Association and other important problems in
economics lead me to hope that you and your associates
will meet with cordial support both from organizations
and from leading citizens."***
*-**-***-Taken from letters in the files of the
Council on Economic Education.
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M. L. Hoffman, Assistant Managing Director, The
National Association of Life Underwriters, stated
*’l thank you for your letter enclosing literature
regarding the work of the Council on Economic Education.
I think the course will be of great value to the
students individually and will also contribute a great
deal to the general prosperity.”*
Leon M. Little, President of the Corporate
Fiduciaries Association, Boston, stated "The Executive
Committee of the Corporate Fiduciaries Association has
very carefully considered the aims and objects of
your Council and is very ol eased to endorse them in
the name of the Association."**
Hugh Nixon, Secretary of the Massachusetts Teachers
Federation stated "The Economic Committee of the Federation
voted to express the committee’s endorsement of the
work of the Council on Economic Education and the willing-
ness to coooerate in this work."***
*-**-***-Taken from letters in the files of the
Council on Economic Education.
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Winfield F. VanOmum, Secretary of the Southbridge
Manufacturers and Merchants Association, Southbridge,
Mass., stated, "At a meeting of our Executive Committee
the matter of considering promoting locally the
project for including in the educational program
in our schools a course in ’money management' was
endorsed."
T. N. Carver, ffarvard University, stated, "Bad
use of money is one of the greatest sources of waste
in this country. Anything which can be done to
reduce that leak will be of great advantage to the
whole peoole.
Taken from the files of the Council on Economic
Education.
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X . " The Outlook for Teaching: Thrift .
"
"During the war the ’thrift movement' was an
endeavor on the oart of the U. S. Treasury to encourage
the people of the nation to save before they spent.
They were urged to invest their savings in government
securities which paid a reasonable rate of Interest
and were always safe. In this way they might provide
a fund for future use, while serving as customers
for government securities. The rest of their income
was to be soent for things they really needed, getting
full value for their money, and using what they bought
as carefully as though it were money Itself. This
educational work was continued for a time during the
post-war oeriod.
"The Treasury Department believed that one way to
be sure of the future safety of this country was to
encourage the millions of Investors who bought government
securities during the war to increase their number.
It therefore continued for several years the sale of
stamps and Treasury Savings Certificates, and taught
the principles of thrift; systematic saving, wise
soending, careful use of materials, and safe Investment
for every man, woman, and child. The Treasury was
without adequate machinery for such a camoaign and
therefore nlanned to use existing organizations.
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Schools, churches, fraternal societies, and federated
clubs were urged to coooerate. The movement was
remarkable for its breadth of vision. If continued,
it would, no doubt, have formed a new background for
general education.
’’Since the home is the center of all life and
good home life is vital to the life of the nation, home
economics touched the thrift movement on every side.
It deals with every question which touches the home;
the welfare of the child, social, mental, and physical;
the development of family relationships; the science
of nutrition and textiles, as well as the so called
nractical subjects of household management: food,
clothing, and shelter.”*
’’Thrift in the home economics nrogram includes
Income management and household accounts; shelter and
location, buildings and sanitation; c lothing- purchase
,
care, and repair; food oroduction- purchase, .preparation
,
and serving; household management, arrangement and
disposal of time; purchase of furnishings and equipment;
plans of work and methods of cleaning.
’’The thrifty oerson Plans his soending. Such a
nlan is called a budget, and the budget should control
'exDendltures during a given time. The successful budget-
maker learns to choose between things he really
*S. Agnes Donham
,
The Outlook for Teaching Thrift, Journal
of Home Economics, Jan. 1928, Page 13.
ic
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needs and the things he thinks he wants. His purchases
fit together as they are planned together.
"Consulting his plan, he Is able to tell at once
whether he can afford to purchase a given article and
can take advantage of sales and reasonable reductions.
He will save more money because he saves according to
a definite olan and not after all exoendltures are made.
Such a budget Is merciless In Its exoosure of careless
exoendltures and a defense against temptation to buy
unwisely. It Is proof of one's right to soend, and
comfort In the face of criticism either of one's self,
or one's family, or one's friends. It Is an eye-opener
after careless unplanned expenditures, but It Is useless
unless used for study and as the basis of a new budget
for the next year.
"Education of this tyoe requires trained teachers.
If the subject Is to be dealt with In the broad way
conceived by the Treasury during the oost-war oerlod;
but when the Treasury dropoed Its educational work
the demand for trained workers In thrift almost ceased.
ii
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Efficient channels through which this education,
esoecially the budgeting, was being made available
to the nubile were the service departments established
in many of the banks."*
"in two or three banks the budget work has
nrogressed steadily and with professional integrity.
Exnerimental work in other banks, from the trained
home economist's nolnt of view eminently successful,
was of service to many neonle who gratefully acknowledged
its value. These v/ere given up because they could not
show the return in dollars and cents which was demanded
hy the bank officials.
"in most cases, where servlne departments have
continued, budgeting and personal assistance seem to
have yielded olace to such matters as school savings,
advertising, distribution of orinted material, general
information, desk work, new accounts, Christmas Clubs.
"From the beginning few banks could be induced
to engage trained home economists. Most of them felt
that a woman socially attractive or trained in bank
*Ibid.
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or secretarial work was well enough fitted for the work
to be done. Their vision was not great enough to see
the possibilities of the work which might be done by
experts in solving problems connected with the home,
and they preferred the lower salaried secretarial
workers who were already trained in bank clerical
practice and who could use their snare time at a
machine or behind the Christmas Club or new account
desks. Usually such workers report no demand for
budgeting advice. My personal oninlon is that this
is to be exnected when the advice offered is by an
untrained women.
’’Schools teach thrift only sporadically in connection
with Thrift Week or as an incident of some other subject.
There are a few snecial teachers or directors of thrift,
but in most cases the work is left to the room teacher
or to the home economist who is teaching foods, clothing
or household management, meeting her students once a
week and JiASt now deeoly impressed with the need to
stress child care and parental education.
V
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‘'a few colleges and private schools offer short
courses, usually electives, devoted to the subject,
but there is small demand for the instructor trained
esnecially for this seemingly essential branch of
home economics subject matter.
"Instead of considering the economics of consumption
as a subject of major imoortance, it is usually classed
with dish-washing and table service, and given about
as much time as those in the course in household management.
"A budgeting and accounting service which offers
instruction, conferences, and check-up has been acknowledged
as helpful service, but it is often considered too
exoenslve for peoole already in financial difficulties.
"There is still need for expert advice. It should
be easily available at low cost. When someone apoears
with a fortune which he wishes to devote to teaching
thrift, the trained home economist may yet find a
market for her services, provided she keeps her vision
and has ability to see the need for dealing with the
smallest problems in family finance."*
*Ibld, pp. 15 & 16
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Summary
Economic Education in the public schools seems
to be a subject that has been overlooked. As I have
tried to point out it is taught in very few nlaces.
Whether this is due to the fact that so few peoole
understand the importance of It or whether It is
due in a large oart to the belief that thrift is a
thing to be scorned could be made the subject of
much controversy.
I have come to the definite conclusion that,
in the complicated life with which we have to deal,
that economic education would be of immeasureable aid
to a great many oeoole. If this is so, and the public
schools are supoosed to train for efficient cltizenshio
in its widest sense, then they are ignoring a training
which each child should have the nrivllege of obtaining
If we are to understand the definition of Economic
Education which its exponents nut forth, we must
understand that there are several different headings
under which the uses of money may be classified.
. j'L'. .
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These are as follows; work, earn, save, give, have.
d
Of course, each of these may be divied into any number
of divisions. Training in Economic Education would be
of advantage to anyone. To start it at an early age
would be to Insure the formation of correct habits.
As there is no organization so well equipoed to
teach it universally as the nublic school system, it
must or should devolve uoon the administrators of the
system to acquaint themselves with its worth and to
work toward getting it included in the curriculum.
The work which has been done in Brookline should
become an example to other school systems. It has been
proved to the satisfaction of the oeople Interested in
the work there that it has been of definite value.
What has proved to be of value there could certainly
be incorporated in other school systems to their definite
advantage
.
Whether the course is to be taught as a separate
one under its own title Economic Education or within
the limits of another course such as Arithmetic would
(l
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seem to be of little importance. The ultimate aim of
such a course is to establish right habits and right
attitudes about the uses of money and all that the
term, uses of money, covers.
I do think, however, that if this subject is to
be taught at all, it should be in the hands of comnetent
and trained teachers. As much might be said of any
subject but the average oerson who has never been trained
to use money prooerly seldom realizes the imnortance
of it. Our whole plan of life deoends so much unon
the money we earn, so much of our time is taken up in
the pursuit of it, that many times we don't have
enough time to do the things that we would like to in
order to broaden ourselves for future nroductivity in
one line or another. If managing our nersonal resources
became a definite fixed habit, guided by the best principles
of money usage, we would find ourselves able to devote
more time and energy to other things that many of us
would like to do.
Under the heading "giving" a good deal of emphasis
is Placed uoon thinking of other neoole. I firmly
believe that we cannot have too much interest in this
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subject. So much stress has been laid unon the individual
in our educational system the result has been that a
great many neonle think too much of their own personal
advancement, considering that of others to be of less
importance. As one of the main purnoses of the public
schools Is to engender right attitudes along social-
mindedness lines, in this subject there is an opoortunity
for the schools to work toward fulfilling their mission.
Many business men have come to the conclusion that
a training in money management is necessary in order
that peoole may get the most for their money, be
protected against sale of fraudulent securities, and
have a sense of security in their old age due to wise
money usage.
The fact that such an organization as the Council
on Economic Education has been incorporated, composed
of prominent competent educational and industrial
experts points to the conclusion that many oeonle
are beginning to realize the imnortance of training
in Economic Elducatlon.
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Since local boards of administration have so much
to do with determining the subject matter taught in the
different communities, it will be some time before
Economic Education is adopted universally. After
several more communities take it up and orove more
conclusively that it is advantageous for the individual
and society, in general, there will be an added
impetus to the movement which will push it before the
eye of the public.
r
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Definitions of Thrift studied.
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5. Donhain, S. Agnes.
Spending the Family Income.
Little, Brown, and Company, Boston, 1921.
Complete book studied.
The Outlook for Teaching Thrift.
Journal of Home Economics, January, 1928.
Complete article studied.
Controlling Expense by Standards.
Journal of Home Economics, January, 1927
•
Complete article studied.
6. Frlsble, Francis V. and Teresa M. Tenney.
Thrift NTonogranh
Published by National Education Association,
Ann Arbor, Michigan, January, 1917.
Complete work studied.
7. Oow
,
Col. Charles R.
Elemental Principles of Industrial Economics.
Published by Associated Industries of Mass.
Part r, 1923, Hart II, 1924.
Both parts studied completely.
8. G-ullford, Elizabeth, Home Economics Bureau, Welfare
Division, Metronolitan Life Insurance Company, N". Y. City.
Facing Facts In Spending.
Journal of Home Economics, January, 1930.
Complete article studied.
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9« Hayes, Maude E*, with Larsen, Helen E. , and
Bennett
,
Lena P .
Budgets In a Home M^anagement Course for a Senior
High School
.
Journal of Home Economics, February, 1928.
Complete article studied.
10. Richardson, John, President of the Boston Better
Business Bureau.
Protecting the Investing Public.
Barron's, The National Financial Weekly, June 2, 1930.
Comolete article studied.
11. Wilson, Guy M.
What Arithmetic Shall We Teach?
Houghton Mifflin Co., The Riverside Press, Cambridge, 1926.
Complete book studied.
12. The Bulletin
Published by Boston Better Business Bureau, Inc.
May 5, 1930; June 5, 1930.
13 • Leaflets issued by the Council on Economic Education.
14. Through the courtesy of M^r. William Leavitt Stoddard,
Executive Vice-President of the Council on Economic
Education, I was enabled to read all letters addressed
to and sent out by the Council. Among them I found
many heloful suggestions.
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15* Thrift Education—Being the Report of the ITatlonal
Conference on Thrift Education, Held In Washington, D. C.,
June 27 and 28, 1924, Under the Auspices of the
Committee on Thrift Education of the National
Education Association and the National Council
of Education.
Printed by the National Education Association,
Washington, D. C., September, 1924.
Pages 1-75 studied carefully.
16. Thrift In the Schools of Oakland, California,
A Preliminary Course of Study In Kindergarten,
Elementary^ and High School.
Issued by The Committee on Thrift Education of the
National Education Association and National Council
of Education, July, 1923
•
Complete work studied



